This issue is dedicated to the new faculty at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville (SIUE). We want to take this opportunity to welcome you to a campus committed to diversity and inclusion and to a community of scholars committed to ensuring that our students are ready for the world.

We are pleased to see the diversity among your group; different races, ethnicities, ages, gender identities, physical capabilities and beliefs are all represented in your cohort. Your diversity is an asset that supports our academic goals and prepares our students to be successful in a future where converging ethnicities can foster innovation and quality of life for the communities we serve.

You are strongly encouraged to share your diversity with your students, colleagues, and the community so that we enhance our learning, understanding of differences and ultimately celebrate our similarities.

Have a fantastic year!

Together in diversity.

SIUE New Faculty – Fall 2014

Cheryl Eames
Mathematics & Statistics

Benjamin Webb
Kinesiology & Health Education

Debra Jenkins
Primary Care/Health Systems & Nursing

Thoshitha Gamage
Computer Science
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Maithili Deshpande
Pharmacy

Carole Sullivan
Nursing

Jared Sheley
Pharmacy

Sarah Park
Lovejoy Library

Melissa Burel
Lovejoy Library

Kyong-Sup Yoon
Biological Sciences

Timothy York
Engineering

Michael Shouse
Geography

Joseph Page
Art & Design

Randall Duncan
Dental Medicine

Robert Bitter
Dental Medicine

Undrah Baasanjav
Mass Communications

Rajbir Hazelwood
Historical Studies

Elizabeth Cali
English

Connie Barber
CMIS
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To contribute to this newsletter contact:

Dr. Venessa A. Brown
vbrown@siue.edu
618-650-5382